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Introduction .
The purpose of this r ^3 to e sclerites
of the Lepi era and incidentally attempt tc deter
extent these structures nay be taken as Indicative of tJ e
which the various families hold in the phylogenetAe issls of clas-
sific tio . Much literature his been written "\bout 4 x of
a single speci , but little or none about : roup as
a whole and especially with reference to the possible tionship
of the families as deduced from thoracic character .
Schultz 1914, deals with the iotun and | ;ia of the
Lepidoptera and attempts to show the phylogenetic relationship a~ncng
the familie . The .vriter of this paper en the menothor^x
mainly in et. rip the relationship bee see of its larn
and importanc . Blight variations frequently oeeur In the a^.im
species v. • it often tines very difficult to ne t
true nature of the part involved*
contribution fi the Kntoro] Laboratory of
the Mae etta Agricultural Oolle e, An t, Mass*,
seating the ter part of »hs writer' rk
for the degree of Master of Boience*
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2013
http://archive.org/details/studyofthoracicsOOroot
The Lepidopterous thorax is covered v/ith a thick vesti-
ture of hair and scales which must be removed before a 3tudy can
be ni-de. This is easily accomplished by the use of a stiff brush
after having boiled the thorax in caustic potash for a short time
This treatment also greatly aids in separating the sclerites and
making the sutures more distinct*
Seven families of moths, representative of the lowest
to the highest, have been selected as well as the four families
of butterflies- Other intermediate families have been studied
but owing to the similarity of parts in question, it was deemed
unnecessary to discuss them in this paper. The writer has ei .-
deavored in the majority of cases to select species well known
from their economic standpoint or widespread distribution-
Thanks are due to Dr. G. C. Crampton for the loan of
material and for the many helpful suggestions offered in the
course of the preparation of this paper and to Dr. R« T. ~>rnald
for his interest shown at all times-
There is still considerable divergence of opi. ion is
to the phylogenetic relationship of many Lepidopterous families,
especially those of the hi(£ier Heterocera, and after a careful
study of the classifications of several systematists, that of
Comstock has been selected as perhaps being the moot useful-
The following is the list of the families arranged in
phylo^enetic order and studied in the same manner. The list be-
gins with the lowest family and proceeds to the hignest-
-•
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1. RSTKROOKRA.
Hep1alid ie.
Biassus schamy_li- Figs.l.2.3 # 8.
;iidae.
Bembecia marginata- Figs. 11»12.
Geometridae.
? etrocainpa praercrand
r
aria- Fig. 14,
xtriiriae *
i orthetria disbar- Fig. 15 •
Arctiidae.
Arctia sj>. - Figs. IS, 16.
Sphinreidae.
Sphinx s^. - Figs. 4, 6, 17.
Saturn iid a e*
Samia cecrop_ia- Figs. 5, 18.
11. RHOPALOC75RA.
Hesuoriidae .
gpargyreus tityrus- Fig. 2' .
^aullionidae .
Papilio glauous- igs. 19, 20.
Pieri •. .
ontia rapae- Figs. 9, 23, 24.
Kymphalidn.e .
AnoBia plexinpus- FlgS« 7, 10, 21, 25,
Irgynnio cyjbele- Figs. 26.

1. The Thorax gf Phasaua schamyli and the Henialidae .
Before proceeding with a comparative study of the thoraces
of the several Lepidopterous families, a comparison of a generalized
Lepidoterous thorax with those of the lower orders is essential.
ifoasaua sohariyli is a native of the Caucasian fountains of Russia
and has "been selected because its greater size makes it one of the
best of the more primitive Lepidoptera for study. The very primi-
tive generalized shape of the Hepialid thorax is noteworthy. It is
seen to possess many of the sclerites of the lower orders while others
are mi. sing, probably having become indistinguishably fused with othei
sclorites. (See Pigs. 1, 2, 3). It should be mentioned at this point
that the terminology lor ely employed in the following thoracic de-
scriptions is" that used by Dr. G. C. Crarpton, '08, »09, »14.
THE PROTHORAX. This segment is greatly reduced in size and
complexity as compared with some of the lower forms such as the Roach
and it is exceedingly difficult to homologize all of the parts, but
certain of the sclerites are similar to those of Neuroptera 3uch as
Corvdalis . (See Grampton '14.
)
Pronotuin.- This is one of the largest sclerites of the
prothorax (Pig. 1). It may be divided into two parts, a posterior
rather narrow plate, the soutellu . (31) arid immediately in front
and extending somewhat laterally, a broad plate part of which is
semi-chitinous. Prom the position of this sclerite is seems quite
probably that it is the scutum (i&) part of which in higher Lepidop-
tera becomes modified into pata i '. These j ;ia are lobe-like
-4-

leathery or membranous structures of the pronotum, well developed
in higher Heterocera. Fig. 5 shows a dorsal view of a typical
Lepidopterous pronotum as illustrated by the Saturniid form, §ssia
cecropia. The patagia ( Pat ) are well developed but Membranous in
this family and the chitinous portion of the scutum (oc) is much re-
duced. These patagia are sinply developments of the pronotum and
are not homologue3 of wings nor te^ulae (Tg) of the mesothorax with
which they are frequently confused. Immediately anterior and united
with the scutum is a narrow chitinous structure which shortly divides
into two arms, each of which extends downward and around the upper
portion of the pleuron and unites with the upper part of the epi-
sternum (Es). From its position anterior to the scutum, this struc-
ture in all probability corresponds to the prescuturr of other seg-
ments. Posterior to and united with the scutum is the scutellu
(i>l) which assumes in all the higher fori.ts a characteristic tri-
angular shape and extends posteriorly, nearly or quite meeting the
prescutum of the meso thorax. According to ochultz 1914, a post-
8cutellura is present in the prothorax, and the sclerite here de-
signated as the scuteHum (31) by the writer was there termed the
"postscutellunu" This is apparently incorrect for the postscu-
telluro is always distinct and separated from the scutellun by a
more or less membranous region. Furthermore, the postscutellum
is absent in the prothorax of all the lower insects and it is
therefore quite probable that there is no postscutellum in the
pronotum of Lepidoptera.
Pr^pjjur^on . - ^turning to Fig. 1, the propleuron or
lateral region of the prothorax is much compressed and consists of

several sclerites. In some of the lower orders the propleuron is
much better developed and its parts quite easily determined. The
large oval sole rite is undoubtedly the ftpiatarnum (BsJ and immediate*
ly posterior to it is a narrow folded region which appears to be
the epimeron (Bm). Anterior to and connected with trie episternum
(though in hi^ier forms it is slightly separated from the latter)
is a chitinous plate of the neck region known ao the cervical scier-
ite (Cs)» In the Odonata, Orthoptera and Coleoptera thero ire
several of these which are quite prominent. The spiracle (Qp) of
the me sothorax is situated juut ventral to the scutum, and an-
terior to the katerjjsternum ( Kes j of the meso thorax (Fig.2)»
Stejrnum_.- Thio This region of the pro thorax, the great-
er part of which comprises the baaistemite (Bs) is a small but
well defined are- . Its position, articulations and processes
with slight modifications are similar to those of trie me3o thorax
which is later discuused in this paper so further consideration
on this point is unnecessary*
Coxa.- The pro thoracic coxa (Cx) is somewhat cylindrical
and unlike the meso- and metathoracic coxae which are broadly and
immovably joined to the pleuron, it articulates with the lower
portion of the pleuron by means of an upper narrow apical region.
The membranous area oocuring in all Lepidopter t trie articulation
of coxa and trochanter, though in many families quite small and in-
conspicuous, is exteri3ive in this form and occupies a large part
of the lower portion of the coxa. Within this membranous area is a
chitinous plate.
THE MESOTHORAX. This is the largest and most highly developed
-f -

of all the three segments and is roughly triangular in shape (Fig. 2).
The wings in all lateral views have been represented as pushed up
and back and cut off close to the base.
Mej^notum. - This part of the me sc thorax comprises the
entire dorsal region and is composed of two distinct plates, an
anterior one here referred to as the scuto-scutellum (Scsl) which
bears the wing along its lateral margin and a posterior plate, the
oostscutellum (Psl) which is not connected with the wing, but is
united with the epimeron (Em) by a postalar bridge (Poa) extending
behind the wing. Fig. 4 represents the dorsal aspect of a Sphingid
mesonotum and though drawn primarily to shov; the wing articulation
which will be discussed later, clearly shows the relation of the
parts of a typical Heterocerous mesonotum.
The anterior plate of the mesonotum, the scuto-scutellum
( Scsl ) is ay far the largest plate occupying the dorsal portion.
It is more or less divided into three regions, the first being the
ftrescutum, ( Psc ) . the second the 3cutum ( i£ ) and the third the scu-
tellum (.£1). The lines of demarcation between these three sclerites
are internal folds or "implexes" whose approximated lips forms the
external suture. The scuto-scutellum is therefore one chitinous
piece which has become secondarily marked off into the three regions
mentioned above.
The ore scutum (Psc, Figs. 6, 8) is a small anterior re-
gion usually vertical being bent downward and ordinarily concealed
from view. In the majority of families it is only partially separ-
ated from the scutum (Sc) laterally by membrane (Fig.6). However
in some of the intermediate forms between the lowest and highest,
the line of demarcation is quite distinct, as for instance in the

Sphingidae (Pig.6). The lower portion of the preseutum projecte
inward to form an internal process called the anterior phragma
(Aphg . Pigs* 6,8). In many of the lower orders the prescutal
region is quite large and distinctly marked off* It likewise
extends posteriorly in such cases and nearly meets the scutellui^
thereby causing the scutum to become greatly reduced in size. The
preseutum of the fteuroptera illustrates this condition. ( :ee
Cramp ton 1914.}.
The scutum (oc) forms the greater part of the scuto-
seutellura (Scsl). It is laterally convex and broadest behind the
middle. At the anterior end of the scutum is a special projec-
tion which bears a lobe-like structure usually covered with lo;
hairs called the teftula (f8)« These tegulae are prominent in
all Lepidoptera and cover a portion of the fore win^s at their
bases as well as a portion of the scutum* Part of the tefgula
(Tg) is cut off in Pig. 2, as is the case in all figures where
lateral views of thoraces are shown. Where the tegula proper
is missing, the point of attachment has likewise been designated
the " tegula" (TgJ.
The scutellun is a convex triangular sclerite about
one-fourth the size of the scutur . Its posterior region assumes a
vertical position well marked off in this family. This narrow
vertical strip has been termed the nostergite (Eft) and it is un-
doubtedly homologous with the region designated as the poster-
gite of some of the lower orders. ( ee Crai uton 1914.). This
region is not so prominent in all the families as it is in this
primitive one, there being but indie tions of it in a few others.
The P08tscutellum ( Psl ) is a transverse plate posterior

to the scutellum (Slj and separated from it by a n 'arrow membrane
infolded beneath the poeternal region. 2hw postscutellum is con-
nected laterally with the epimeron (i£n) of the pleural region by
a postalar bridge (Poa ) as previously stated. At very nearly
this point of connection, a portion of this postalar bridge pro-
jects forward, meeting or almost meeting the posterior extremity
of the sclerite termed the aubalare (~a) situated immediately be-
low the wing. The lower internal portion of the postscutellum is
termed the posterior phra/gna (Pphg J* It is /generally well develop-
ed in insects with wings fitted for long sustained fli r tfit.
i/ing Arti^u^aXion_. - In discussing the dorsal articula-
tion of the wing, the mesonotura of a Sphingid form was selected
because of its large size and since it is typical of the win/- ar-
ticulation of Lepidoptera in general (Flg« 4).
On either side of the scutum (St) imraed lately above the
wing is a well developed suranal sclerite ( bur ) which bears a
pointed process known as the anterior notal wing process (Anp)
with which the wing sclerite, the notopterale (ftpJi) articulates.
A vertical extension of the notopterale dips bei . : the wing
membrane and rests and turns upon the wlm? process ( »'<p J of the
pleuron. ( iee Figs* 2, 3). Posterior to the suranal pterale
is another sli$it projection of the scutum to which the notopter-
ale is connected, oftentimes but sli^itly.
The scutellum (ol) is prolonged laterally into a process
called the adanal pterale (Apt ) whose distal extremity passes under
the wing and known as th« posterior notal wing process (Pnp). r is
-9-

process acting partly as a wing support connects ri Hi the .i.al
pteraie ( San ) another win/j sel^rite c.o named because of its posi-
tion at the base of the anal veins. The connection of the b ial
irale Vlth the posterior no tal v/jup; process l) occu it-
ly beneath the embrane and is not shown In Pig* 4. e nedi*
pterale (?n_) lies appro}: e.ly between the not rale and the
basanai pterale*
Betv/een the lateral projections of the aoutellum JSX)
and the oostscuteilu. -1 ) respectively, there arises a MB
ous alar ligament generally known as the axillary cord {
whic/ extends to the anal angle of the win • ia cord is shown
in all lateral views as well*
'^S^sid^jJSQXL' • ihis region eomprieea the lateral por-
tion of the amsothorax and is oompoeed of chitinou end
membrane. A well establi?- ed landmark for the separation of the
principal sclerites of the moaoplrattiron ia anothei I u
ing or "Implex* W:-;oca cmtwan anlfes ure
(g) extenda from the t. ij, of the wir.r: process to t?e articulation
of the coxa (Cx)« Ihia evttuetJ tl] wit Die other forus re or
less oblique li^e
the different favil:;
<> leuron ia tiomllj by
the pleural future into two parte, I iur one . 1 as
the episterm - j the posterior one >. the eoimeron
(''.' / . Both these parts enter into the formation si ng
process ( V.'p J iramc above which is One of the wing sclerites,
the notopterale- The epi sternum a in the Ueuroptera is divided
-1 -

into an upioer region or anepi sternum (Aes) and a lo./er re-
gion or katepi sternum (Kesj* In the upper region of the epi-
sternum, there occurs at the "base of the win& • partially
detached plate (Fba) homologous with the posterior basalar
plate of the lower insects, in some of which it is complete-
ly detached from the epi sternum. ( >ee Or : on 1914. ). The
anterior basalar plate of the lo?er insects has apparently
become fused with the upper portion of the epi sternum, so in
the Lepidoptera there is really but one bg.ar.lor plate ( Pba |
In the lover portion of the epi sternum a narrow posterior re-
gion (Acx J which is roughly homologous with the antccoxale of
lower injects is clearly demarked. In other Lepidoptera it
is greatly reduced and is partially fused with the lo *er p *>rt
of the epi sternum, the suture between the two bein^ partially
preserved in most forms. Closely allied to thir; region io a
nail detached plate, the trechant in (Tn) articulating with
the antecoxale and v/ith the inner side of the cjaxa (Qs)« This
is a primitive feature and typical of many of the lower orders*
In all other Lepidoptera, the trochantin is missing, obviously
having become lost. The lower portion of the epi sternum is
connected with the anterior part of the sternum by a precoxal
bridge U'cx ) indistj nguj chably united with the epiatemum above
and sternum below and not distinctly marked off as in some of
the lower orders.
Immediately anterior to the epi sternum is a detached
plate (]& ) homologous witi' the interpleurite of the Neuroptera
and other lower insects. The flpHnflT™" iffrn) is roughly "U"
-11-

shaped and is connected with the postscutellum (rsl) by
the postalar bridge (loa ) extending behind the wing. Ju t
above the epimeron and immediately bene th t'ie wing is a
roughly oval-shaped plate, the subalare (3a). 'fine epimeron
is connected with the sternal region by a narrow postcoxal
bridge (Poc ) which unlike the condition found in lower insects
and even in the Rhopalocera, It connected with the upper in-
stead of with the 1 f region of the epimeron. This narrow
chitinous strip, the postcoxal bridge, proceeds internally
beneath the epiraeron pursuing a downward course beneath the
coxa 'djid connecting v/ith the furoaBternite (Fs, Fig. 10 )•
There is thu3 both a precoxal and a postcoxal bridge connect-
ing the pleural and sternal regions.
SternjAm.- This term is applied to the lower pnrt of a
thoracic segment and is often fused with the pleural region,
there being no line of demarcation between then* In phassus
traces of a separation between the sternal and pleural regions
are retained as shown in Fig. 2. The greater part of the ster-
num is made up of a shield-Shape plate called the basistemite
(lis). This is partially separated from the katepi sternum ( K<ps )
of the pleural region by a narrow membranous are . osterior
to the basistemite is the furoaotemite (__, Igs. L0,12) which
extends backward between the coxae as a folded chitinous band.
At its distal extremity it sliffitly K do on either side into
oli^itly triangular shaped regions which pr= t into the coxal
region and articulate with the inner sides of the veraooxae (Vex).
Ianiediately posterior to the furcasternite is the inner extremity
of the postcoxal bridge (roc). Thou#i Fig. 10 represents the
-1 -

Btexiiiiia and shows the 3teniai processes of a typical Khopalo-
cerous form, so closely does the typical Heterocerous form
approximate it, that. Fi/$. 10 will suffice for "both groups. A
median ventral fold, the mid ventral "implex", manifesting it-
If externally as a suture divides the sternal sclerites into
symmetrical Ives in all forrs of liepidopter .
Oojsa^.- is appendage (Fig.?,) of t e so thorax is
situated ventral to the epim^ron (Bft] ar>d is divided into t'7o
rts by the meral suture (l). This suture not only partly
divides the coxa oftentimes hut does not exist in some lower
forms, in which on.se the coxa is without division into two
aarts. As in the protnoracio coxa there is a la- enbranous
area at the articulation of coxa and trochanter within which is
embedded a small ohitinous olate. The anterior portion is cabl-
ed trie veracoxa (Vex) and the oo^terior portion the meron |)«
These parts of the coxa are closely united with the lo 'er portion
of the ; -Ifuiron and the consequent lose of nobility .is compen-
sated by the frve lovement of the trochanter.
BH HI This segment is very s.i Ua* tfl the meso-
thorax but is much narrower antero-postoriorly
I
. }•
et*jQ£tlDV»« This region is accordingly smaller and
becomes much shortened in the higher for*-3» The ' r,
-ycutfil31y
(§cjlL) bears the second pair of win - A prescutum and an an-
terior phragnta ars absent In the hi^-r forrs the scute Hit
(fil) extends fo d and in some cases divides the scutum (SoJ
into two lateral halves. A narrow postergite (£t) is present
occupying the saine region as in the oesothorax. The nostsci/ t^ lm
( i J8l ) is fused laterally with epimeron and as in the preceding
-12-

segment bears a small vertical posterior phragraa.
ifeta^leuron^*- This region does not differ markedly
from the mesopleuron. The upper part of the epi sternum as in
the mesothorax bears one basalare ( Fba ) which differs however
in the presence of a n U" shaped prdonation. Just above the
wing process ( Wp ) is the wing sclerite ( l«pt ) as in the meso-
thorax. A trochantin (Tn) is present occupying a similar posi-
tion as in the mesopleuron. One marked difference however is the
fusion of the basisteraite (l^s) and the lower part of the epi-
3temum into one piece, there being no line of demarcation as
in the case of the previous segment. The interpleurite of the
mesothorax is missing in this segment as well as the tegula.
Tiie posterior upper portion of the epimeron is fused
with the chitinous portion of the first abdominal segment as is
the posterior phragma of the oostscutellum ( iJsl )* A small
membranous region occurs in the lower posterior rortion of the
epimeron. Above the epimeron and immediately behind the wing
as in the mesothorax is the sub alare (ia)» It is however cut
off abruptly at the posterior end and is not connected with the
small forward projection of the postalnr briilgfi ( Poa ) is in the
mesonotum (Fig.2). Thte metathoracic spiracle is situated just
posterior to the postcoxal piece ( l'oc ) of the mesothorax and
anterior to metathoracic anenisternuro ( Ae
8
)
.
Coxa.- Ihis region assumes a sli : f\y 4if rent
shape from that of the mesothorax. A membranous area occurs
as
in the upper part of the veracoxa ( Vex ) and A in the coxae of
the other segments a small chitinous plate is embedded in the
-14-

membranous region between the coxa and trochanter.
Modifications oj* the Heterocerous Thorax .
A comparative study of Lepidoterous thoraces shows
that progressive modifications take place mainly in the elimi-
i;ion of scleritee by fusion, thereby resulting in a tendency
towards simplicity. The mesoplouron and sternum will be dealt
with mostly as mentioned in the opening of this paper, because
the modifications in then are typical of the changes occuring in
other segments and again because the modifications are more plain-
ly seen and interpreted than elsev/here in the thorax.
The pre scut\m is not shown in the lateral views of the
thorax with the exception of Fig. 2 but in each case the similar-
ity either to the Hepialid or to the Sphingid type (Figs. 6,8)
will be mentioned, a3 all noths approach one or the other in form.
The families of the Heterocera will be taken up in phylogenetic
order first and then those of the Hhopalocera, as the latter are
conceded to be higher in the scale of classification.
Hepialidae- Phassus senamyli . e Pigs. 1,?,3,8«
A discussion of this family has already been given in
describing a typical generalized Lepidopterous thorax so further
comment is unnecessary.
Sesiidae- Bombeela margin at
a
.
3pberry Cane Borer.
The me sothorax as represented by Fig. 11 shows a rather
aberrant type in that the scuto-scutellum is long and quite narrow
and there is an extraordinary sculpturing and curved contour of
the pleural solerites.
The prescutura is much like that of the Kepialid type
-1 -

(Fig«8). Ihe tegula proper has been removed. Thore is a slight
postergal region of the scutellun. The epi sternal region is
quite different from that of the Hepialidae. There is a well-
marked aneipj sternum (Aes) including a small triangular piece
at its lower end next to the pleural suture (g • A large basalar
plate (Fba) is present which together with the wing process is
extended posteriorly to a marked degree. The wing also is si-
tuated well hack upon the segment. In this family the ante-
coxale ( c ) becomes much reduced and is almost completely fused
with the lower portion of the kateni sternum, there beinn; only a
slight suture dividing the two. The trochanter is missin. .
The epimoron (3m) is extremely distorted and the charac«
teristic "U" shape is somewhat obliterated, owing to the large
projection dorsally which closely approaches the subalare. This
last mentioned sclerite is quite elongate and meets the extension
of the postalar bridge (Poa ). Posteriorly the epimeron merges
into membrane, hence the chitinous portion is in contact only
with approximately half of the meron (Me). The pootcoxal iece
( i'oc ) is plainly seen extending from the portion of the epimeron
and proceeding internally.
The basisternite is marked off fror the katopi ster-
num posteriorly and from the interpleurite dorsally by sutures
only. This plate, the interpleurite-, I now an integral part of
the mesopleuron having become fused however only with the katepi-
sternum and not with the anepisternun- A suture only partially
-!• -

divides the katenisternuu ( Keg ) from the interpleurite (Ip)«
The coxa is Largo arid in the dorsal portion of the
meron (l^e) * narrow c ; itinous marginal strip is demarked and
at the dorsal extremity of the veracoxa ( Vex ) a small triangu-
lar plat* is also marked off which is characteristic of all
succeeding families. There is a small membranous area still
visible between the coxa and trochanter but the snail ch itin-
ous plate has bee one lo^t.
Fi^. 12 is a latero-stemal view, drawn to show tie
ieral contour of the sternal region which resembles a shield
in outline. The processes and articulations of the sternal
region have previously been described under Phassus . the
upper end of the basisternite (Fig. 12) are two narrow c itin-
ous 3trips which unite in the median line and extend forward to
e prot x. Ah se strips are the representatives of a tri-
angular projection anterior to the basisternite 3 own in Fig.
14 and possibly homologous with the prebasisternite (bo) of
lower insects. (>ee Crampton 1914.).
Geometric! ae- Mfitrocampa pracgrandraria*
Owing to the similarity except for a few minor de-
tails, of this family to the preceding one, ^i:'» 14, showii
laterio-stnri. ai view will suffice to show the relationship.
The pleuron is regular, the sculpturing and curves of
the Sesiidae having disappeared. The anepisternum ( Aes) assumes
a more dorsal position in the ,ton;al region than t oae of the
two preceding families ( l)« It is senar- ted from the
kateoi sternum ( Kes ) likewise by row membranous strip and a
-17-

short suture. The antecoxale ( A-cx ) is more prominent than th
of the Sesiidae and extends well down along the posterior margin
of the basisternite. The k ate] 'is tern urn is elongate and extends
well up along the pleural suture, making the anepi sternum corres-
pondingly small. The in terpleurite (tp) occupies the same posi-
tion as in Fig. 12 and is teparated fro the katepistcrnum and
basisternite in similar manner. The sternal projection ( Ph
s
)
now assumes a definite shape and apparently is made up of a
narrow ventral portion of the interpleurite and a dorsal por-
tion of the basisternite. The epiraeron is a well defined "1
shaped sclerite. The hagftJ nrs ( Pl>a ) is relatively small and the
wing process (v/p) is also 3hort.
The dorsal portion of the coxa is overlapped by the
antecoxale in this family as well as in the preceding one and
those following with one exception. The characteristic membran-
ous area between the coxa and trochanter and so prominent in the
lower forms has now practically disappeared and is not present
again to any extent in the hitler forms except in the lyman-
triidae.
JLymantriidae- Porthe tria dispar, Gypsy : ot*» •
The mesothorax (Fig. 15 J as a whole is long and rather
narrow with a short but broad raesonotinu The prescutum is very
si- il r to that of the Hepialidae (fig* 8). The postergite (Pt)
is quite wide in this form.
The epistemur presents some new modific tions. The
anepi sternum has not changed materially from that of the preced-
-18-

ing family. The basalare h-s assumed a roughly triangular shape
with a small flap-like projection and is connected vith the anepi-
3teroum at the anterior ventral apex. Marked off only partially
by a suture which does not reach the leural suture (g), thereby
dividing it completely from the anepiGternu ; as in the preceding
forms, is the katepioternuri. The line of deriarc-ition between the
katepi sternum, the in ternleurite and the basisterr, ite is now com-
plete for the first time in the form of a long unbroken suture.
The antecoxale (Lex) has not varied in size nor position from
that of the preceding family. The suture between the basisternite
(Bs ) and the interpleurite (ip) is practically eli> •inated , though
tie separation bet /eon the two takes the form of a slight chitinous
depression which is in line with the sternal projection ( Pbs )* The
lower portion of the epimeron is traversed by two short sutures.
e subalare is large, the renter portion being of a semi-chininous
*;ure.
The cox 1 is exceedingly long and the between the
coxa and the trochanter is again manifestly membranous, a condi-
tion similar t that found in the more primitive ot'is of the
He idae and eaiidae. The triangular piece in the upper part
of the veracoxa is longer than usual and is not overlapped by the
antecoxale & the membrane between the coxa and antecoxale is now
plainly visible.
^•ctiiri-e- rctia s_ . Fig. 16.
The mesonotum does not differ appreciably fro:; that of
the Gypsy Hoth, in fact the whole segment is quite ftJ i] r in
eneral outline. The prescutum approaches that of the Hepi
Jj
e
(Fig«8). The poster ;al region (L£) is very nrrow, there being
-19-

ju3t an indication of such a sole rite*
The anepisternum is again completely separated from
the katepiaternure by a membranous strip and a suture ^s in Pi s.
2, 11, 14. The basal are ( Pi.-a ) is triangular with a flap-like
portion partly overlapping the win// process (Wp)« The katepi-
sternum is broad and 3hort and its separation from the inter-
pleurite and basisternite la similar to that of the Lymantriidae
(Fig. 15). The antecoxale ( acx ) is extremely natrow and stops
abruptly and does not continue ventrally along the basi steriiite
as in previous forms.
The epir-i ?ron {±n) is distinctive because of a large
detached triangular piece in the lover posterior region which
is closely allied to the meron of the coxa. The suoalare ( ^a)
as in the previous family is partly seni-cnitinous. Its uos-
terior part is elongated to meet the extension of the post-l r
bridge.
The anterior sternal projection is well developed and
unusually broad. ( iee Fig. 13). The division between the inter-
pleurite and the basisternite is also in the for:, of a depr^ sion
in the chitin.
The coxa is long and narrow and the meron (Me) poasessei
a narrow chitinous tri p t the dorsal and a3 does the iieron of
e laymantriid >.e ( Plg« K>J. Mo raembr a region is visible at
t | rticulation of coxa and troch nter and the triangular piece
at the dorsal end of the veracoxa ( Vc:x ) is slightly roun.'ed in
shape. Fig, 13 is a latero-itemal view of the Ar d ne so thorax.
Unx
The raeso thorax of this family (Fip. 17) is ore l vily
-TJO-

chitinized throughout than any other of the preceding font*
Xhe mesonotum has been described and illustrated in Fig. 4.
The pre scut ua (Psc, 7lg« 6) is somewhat triangular and se-
parated from the scutum by a narrow membrane, The tegula has
been removed.
The anepi sternum (Aes ) is greatly developed and in
turn the katepi sternum (Kes) is relatively small. The suture
Marking off the anepi sternum from the katepisternuro does not ex-
tend to the pleural suture (gj hence this condition parallels
that of the ] ttriidae (Fig« 15). 'Hie basal are ( Pha ) is large
and heavily chitinized. The antecoxale is relatively wide but
demarked from the katepi 3ternura by only a short suture.
The epimeron (Km) is i ore angular than that of the
Arctiidae and contains an oval piece adjacent to the pleur
suture. Just ventral to the subalare (jia) the epimeron gradual-
ly merges into raerabran«« The subal are is well chitinized and
is prolonged posteriorly into an exceedingly narrow strip which
<-e:;ds upward to the projection of the postalar bridge. The
VXill^ry cord ( /occ ) has been cut to show this connection. The
beginning of the postcoxal bridge ( roc ) is seen in this figure
at the upper o. terior end of the epimeron and there is a slight
indentation in the lover posterior region.
The line of denare ition between the interpleurite and
the basisten.ite is even more indistinct than in the preceding
fom, though a suture is 3till present in the sternal projection
and in line with this is a very slight depression of the chitin.
8at-urniidae- amia cecrooia . Common Cecropia.
-21-

The mesothorax (9ig« IB) closely resei hlea in 3hape #
size and form that of the ingida*. The anepi sternum ( Acs )
is much reduced in size* awing to the encroachment dorsally
of the katepi3terim ( Kes }• The shape and position of the bata
lare ( .Pba ) corresponds to that of the Sphin^id e* The division
between the anepi 3teroum and k atepi sternum is only partial in
the form of a rj ort suture which does not extend to the pleural
3uture and being sirilar to the preceding family in this respect.
The katepi sternum is also separated from the basisternite and
the interpleurite by a lon^ unbroken suture as in the preceding
family. The antecoxale is very narrow and practically divided
from the katepi t Tnunu
The eninoron is characteristically H U ,! ith
long arms. There is an in tion of a e corrr ding in
position at least with the oval self-rite of the previous ejin;eron
(
yig. 17). A small detached- triangular plate occurs in the lover
posterior region thou$i it is less prominent than th~t f the
Arctiidae (Fig. 16 j. The subalare (da) is laige and differs some-
what in 3*i ape from that of the e. e line of demarca-
tion between the baaintemite (iloJ and the interoleurj te lip) is
now practically eliminated even to the depression in the ci iti ,
so the two now comprise one continuous plate. The does
not show any distinctive features.
The, Thorax of J^iiElliQ glaucus and the Lii^lllonldae
Pa i 3 i . g QU3 (Tig. 19) has been selected for the
study of the Khopalocerous thorax 1 ecause of its large size. \y
comparing it with fhaaaua f the features common to the l*epidoptera
as a uhole may he s ! ownas well as those spf»cal modifications

wherein the Khopalooera differ from the lower form .
This 3egme I 3 in the noth i3
awall, narrow and quite inconspicuous ( I9J.
£££ift$6K? - This region of the prothorax is sli^it-
ly convex and consists of a pre sou turn ( Foe . a scutum (So]
and a scutellum (SI ; as in t oth. The prescutu is small
and is fused with the scutum which is heart- shapec 1
chitinised. The ocutellura. is indi3tinguiahably fused with
e scut-jn and projects posteriorly approaching the xnesothorax«
either side of the scutum and just posterior to the arms of
the prescuttim, indications of patagia are distinguishable
very slight elevations of the membrane* These structures in
the other families of Hho: aloeera with the exception of some
forms of the Pierid ire well developed, extremely sac-like,
of a ieat'iery texture and sli^itly constricted at the base.
_3ij^3uron_. - This part of the augment is also quite
similar to that of the I oth. The epi sternum ( Us j is large
and oval in outline and the very narrow infolded scl^rite js
apparently the fromoloftue of the eivimeron (^m) of the moth
prulhorax. [See ^ig« 1)«
A cervioal sclerite (is) is also present differing
somewhat in Bhape frorc that in Fig- 1, and also in being dis-
connected with the epiutemum, t ough in close proximity to it.
The me 30 thoracic spiracle (
__
is situ it ed posterior to the
do region of the aplaqmn ( Vtt ) and approx oly anterior
to the basalare ( Pba ) of the mesothorax.
JtejTjur^.- This pTt of the butterfly prothorax
-23-

closely resembles that of the moth and presents no i ;tinctive featui
Co^ta,.- This appendage is undivided. It is roughly
cylindrical and ia attached at its upper rgin to the
lov/er portion of the pleuron*. It does not po cess the large
membranous area at it ticulation \?ith the trochanter -3
does hassus (Fig. !)'#
. This segment an in the case of all
Reterocera is the largest of the three (Fig- 19 )•
He^on^tij^. «• In discussing the me 30no tun of i lio
reference should 1 e ade to that of the rch butterfly as
shown in Fig. 21. This figure was specif iy drawn to be
used In the discussion of the wing articulation, but incidental
«
ly shows the notura and relationship of part* so well th t
I study of the Hhopalocerous mesonotun will be made from
this figor* as well as from Pig. 1 .
i t is easily seen that the mesonotums of the butter-
fly and moth (Fi . 4] are uite eimil r in the relationship
of the various parts. The sc;'t -scutellum (Seal) is ore co
v x and oval than that of the aver - t , in fact the no turn
a whole is narrower and longer. The pro scut up (P3c) a very
1 portion which is shown it the anterior e of the scutum
i !l) assumes as in the otha a vc-tioal position aad in
fashioned much after that of the 1-epialidae. Pig. 7 is a
frontal view :)f the Monarch prescutunu The partial se tion
fron the scutum is less marked than that of ifriasau* (Pig* 0)
and the convexity of its lower portion is quite noticeable.
The pre8cutum also bears a snail anterior pbr . The Papilio
prescutum is very si* ilar to that of the ro .
-24-

The scutum is long and occupies the greater portion
of the scuto-scutellum while the ;cutellum is small and varies
slightly in shape in toe several families. Sometimes it is
long and narrow, and again it r.ay "be broad and short. There
i3 a well mark 03tergal region (i^t). The to<;ulae (Tg) occupy
the same po 3it ion as those in the lie terocera with a slight lobe
proceeding beneath the v/ing base as is the cise \r/ith the he ter-
ocera, though often small. The ,)pst scuteHum ( Pal ) is separat-
ed from the ^ostergite, (it) by a wider membranous I than
that occurring in noth forms. It is connected wit'i the upper
portion of the epiraeron by a postal^ir brid e ( Poa )
.
poster-
ior phragna is present. The alight forward projection of the
bridge still persists a aching the posterior end of the sub-
alarc (^i, Fl^. I9a )
.
~^_~^ ^Jivicj^ajj^^.- The wing processes :ind articula-
tions of a t.y leal butterfly thorax dre a own in I i . 21. The
Monarch or I ilkweed butterfly has been selected because it is
representative of the highest family of the Hhopalocera and
furthermore because of its wide-spread distribution.
The auralar scleri tes ( our ) are well defined areas
on either side of the scutum and bear the anterior notal wing
processes ( Ann ). The suralares differ in shape fro:^ those
of the moth being more rectangul- r 'ind|less pointed. ( ee
Fig. 4). rticuliting w, the anterior notal wing process
(Anp ) is the notopterale ( ;»t) which is also connected « ith
another projection of the -cutum posterior to the auralare
ur). : In the moth, an extension of the notop le proceeds
beneath the wing membrane and reappears above the pleural vrjng
process (Wp) upon which it pivots in the rcovenents of fli/vht
- 5-

(Fi&. 19 )• The ad anal pterale ( Ap
t
) is a somewhat rounded
piece apparently projecting from the scutum instead of from
the scutellura as in the neterocera. This sclerite also is
more or less broken and its distal end, the posterior notal
wing process (Pnp) is fused v/ith a narrow downward projection
of the basanaj. pterale (iian) as in the moth. The ned i p t e rale
(_) lies between the basanal pterale and the notopterale and
is slightly connected with the 1' tter.
The alar ligament or axillary cord ( Axe ) arises
as in the moth between the lateral extension of the post*
scutellum and scutellum and preeeede^i the anal angle of
the wing in typical manner.
Me80jQ3^euron anjj. Btejrnunw- The mesopleuron ( i .
19} is divided into the eoiBternum &a) and e i -an. (Be)
by a strongly cu ved pleural su ture (^_ . The epimeron is
quite broad especially in the lower portion. The part
approaching the win^ process (WpJ is often info lied and
quite narrow. Situated just above the wing process is the
prolongation of the wing sclerite, the notopte a le __ ;
•
The 8ubalare is situated posterior to the wing
process and approaches in form that of the ; oth. Its poster-
ior extremity does not quite meet the extension of the pj jjflr
bridge (£oaJ* The basalare ( Pba ) is divided into two parts
in this form; the larger assumes a rectangular shape and the
•mailer is narrow and hook-shaped.
The enisternal and sternal regions are now practi-
cally fused into one piece, the sutures betwer em evidently
been obliterated. It has seemed best in this instance
-26-

to designate the various regions, namely the basisterrjite .
(Es) the anepi sternum ( A e
s
) and the katr Lemurs
though they were demarked as in the lo.ver f ornis of op-
tera. The antecoxale { ' ox ; 3till persist o as a narrow strip.
The inter; leurite io an integral part of the zieaopleuron and
is entirely marked off frorn the b asi stern i te , a feature I
to that of the Sesiidae aa aaaetrlda* (Figs* 11, 14 . It
differs, however, froin the Heterocera and 2riid°e of I
^hopalocera in bein/- eoatlgaoaa with the anepl otarnun tl]
as with the fc&tapletarnaai of the enisterr.ai region.
lg« HO io a latero-sternal viev/ of t x
of Papilio, showing ore clearly the relation of parta« The
eternal regioi; has become proportionately larger an<' aai ed a
different si a\>e fro r > that exhibited by the Heteroe e
furc r itc (Fa) is narrow and folded upo I f reaeablii
that of the Monarch ( 10., ud a description of atlidh I
given un^ier the discussion of PhasauB . Combo; 1 butter-
flies though varying In sir. ad fern is a suaJi trlangu]
plate anterior to the basisternite end situ the
in -erpleuritr . it is undoubtedly horaologou; with 1 rr.al
project i. bs) of the moth stemur .
£ojca_.~ This sclerite consists of the raeron ! e) and
vcrac o x a ( Vex ) separated by the meral bji$ is in the
moth. A small ranous area occurs it • :u3 tii of
cox".. not represented la . 1 but Bimil
to that as e own i) l«
This segwent \
? )
is considera-
7-

biy nailer than the msothorax but q^ite alalia* In outline.
^j^anotujs. - T] i ; e r ogi on is aligh t ly c omp re s sed
antero-poster iorly and 60 ativeiy sin-ill- /he scutum
is divided lain tv/o parts, one oc, lag either oicie of the
notum and bearing the wing processes* resent.
.itellma {]jl) occ is the greater part o ** iddle
portion of the no turn and extends forward until it meets the |
terior phragna of the mesotho nx, thereby dividin, B scutum
into two parts. latere i3 no prescufcuaa nor anterior phragma.
A n .sternal region is present tad the ^ostsoufceilua
bearing a small posterior phragna is fused eitfa the first
abdominal m in the .:oth. e postscutellu i3 also
united wl bh the upper part of the epimeron by a short po ir
bridge, an extension of vfl ich does not exist to meet the
subalare as in the meso thorax.
iSeta^yleurijrn and :iterjiu/^.- e epimeron (^mi of
s region is proportionately lange d extends well down
alon/s the side of the neron (fce) where it . rooeed© benenth
the coxa as the postcoxal bridge. The wing; process __ is
curved backward to a »arked degree, be o t ho>
tal. The notopterale is sit; 'Jut above the //ing process
terior to this is the rather lon^ tad i subalare
l) m The basalare ( a is roughly v.ook-ol 1.
The e pi sternal and sternal regions are indistin-
guishably fuood and the single B comprising botn is rore
less strap- 1' <1 f differ h e roughly qu te
e of the aeso thorax. e nrecoxal hridg-a (£ax) is well
own in this fi pre connecting'; the pleural and iternal regie
•28-

A lon^; narrow chitinous piece, the in^er ^rite (Ip ) BOB*
ti nu a along the anterior past of the epi sternal and sternal
regions* 'fhe antecoxale is proportionately ;er \ that
of t' It tothorax and la demarxed entirely from the la
rtion of the episterna.1 region. Lc a j '.-le
(3p) la situvteci poaterlo* to the e .he BOSO-"
thorax and ventral to the "basalare ( la>a ) of the BO
Coxa..- Ola a idage of the me jrax ulo
resembles that of the previous a ent, V i slightly differ*
ent in shape, it io sr. anteooxale ( x *7d
the basi stern ite
__
a wide merabrr i area. b all tr.-
ice still persists in the upper part of the vericxa.
f£odi flea tione of the ppaloceroua Trior
x
»
rter a gjeajojral consideration of both ir.oth and
butterfly thc-raoee, the former of \ jsns , tad the latter of
i J. i o , it in fljuito easily iagw th t in fundamental scl rites
and processes both parallel each other. a next 1 \1 pro-
cedure will be to compare the different Hhoualocerous fejtf.ll *•
n^ri I ae- ',/ar;;yreus tltyru : s & Con: -on r.
A latoro^oternal view of the mesothorax is s? own in . 22 and
or- the whole is eeen to be quit -like. ^he • haa
the ch > le *U* oh vith o detached triang*
do to the uieron. oh a Lure occurs in theArctiidae and
turnii he subal are ( L& ) is of characteristic ofeape and
meet 3 the proj* i of the ldge« The basal are ( ba)
is quite email in this form.
-
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The evjJ3te-rnum (^s) differs somewhat tram that of the
ical moth. The antecoxale (Acx) is lar^e and only partially
also
marked off from the katepi sternum which isA ; roportionately 1
Thr au*1 isternur: and katepi sternum in relation to each other re-
semble the corresponding parts of the iaturnii ( e? Lg« ).
The kateplsternum, interpleurite and baci its .re
only partially marked off fro one another by sutures, but the
line of demarcation can e diocened as a slight elev tlon of the
it in in line with the sutures. e unbroKen suture dividing
the katepisternu'a from the interplcuri te and basiQteriiite of a
typical ot t orax ( . 17) has now pgrtiy disappe red le^vi,
two sutures partially existing bet.veen the inter;qeuri te ( :p)
and hate aster
_}, and basi stern ite (_Ms; and katepl sternuu
._ j respectively. In the next >r fa ily, the pilion
previously studied (Fig. 10), the suture partly divi the
katepi stormsi and baoiatemite in the Hesperlad 8 is entirely
lo r!t, but the one likewise partly marking off the int urite
from the kate;)isternum i'; fully restored. e line of rca-
tion betveen the intr urite and the 1 mite in this form
(Fift. 22) re oy a v^r/ short suture and a chitinous ele-
vation, becomes a veil defined suture ^rhich coincides with that
between the interpleurite and to i -ternun (Fig.
The basistornite (_ is snail being si il r to that of
the moth. Mie triangular sclerite anterior to the bisisterni te
and ehsxaeteristio of all butterflies ooour if. I i for , but
l broader ths t of ; -., ilio. .a varies v-ry little
-3 v.-

from preceding forms. The a per past of the veracoxa (Vex)
is overlapped l>y the antecoxaie region tc a erable
extent.
.ilionidae .- apilio gla^acus, Yellot/ r?ll 09 Tail.
Xhli lis been previously described unuer the diefcuseieti o r ty-
leal thorax of the Rhopaloeeru. (See Fig. 19).
Pieriu. ie .- Pontia rapae
,
-rfcterfly*
The thorax of this f-u.iily ( :. 23, 24 J Lfl extr Xy
similar to that of xauiiio. is a lateral view of t
oto rax Shoving the .oil arched mescnotu: . The pre scutum
(ikisc, ' .; • 9> is small and nearly or quite separ- te fro:-: the
scutum and bears a well marked anterior p) . The tegula
proper has been removed. ..er* is a narrow veil defined
poster/~ite (it ) which is m ie postscutellmi
by a rather wide membranous area, .'.mere ~> small a.
extremely narrow at its anterior region. A o3 J - indentation
occurs in the lo tmw 9 terior part. An India tioa >.f m ante-
coxaie ( ]nx ) is just dlstingu ble.
A'he mV 1 ana LeteraeJL plate (-i .« upris-
ing the anepister ternuB and basi3ter.ni te is
iiive that of the Paplllonida* ii itloiu The tri-
angular piece above the basistern ite i lidly it,
whereas in iapilio . a small membranou «a exists bet-ree; it
and the basi stern ite except at the extreme 1 1 ends where
tached. e interpleurlte extends along the entire th
regions
of the sternal a, >ternaJ A resembling the iapilio in this
:pect. The baaalare (2b&) ie a single >i?n-, the email ourred
plate of the ?apilionid basal are havin."; diaappearr • The eub-
-31-

alar* io a Ifl 'nd rather narrow 8. LI - . The veracoxa
is proportion toly d possesses a small "but well de-
fined man ous area at its vrticuTition with the tro oer»
|
la -3xippus » march Butterfly.
ATfl cybele , T i*i\-
tillary*
wo species of this family b&Te been selected to ahow the
extent o >f the rites in the family* i . u is
I view of i .o thorax of Anoxia * The mesonotuLi is
less arched ' - Fi. . La a dorsal view of
Uk Lea has been described un- er tne discussion of
tne PapilioniV e. T ; scutum is B in . 1 ad previous-
ly describe iso under the t i lionise, tegu proper
3 been removed.
The £B (j^I solidly chitinized and b' a
tion itl terior ; , the posteoxal bridge
oceed ; bene t : the coxa and connects wit the
furo .to below : sternal median line i • 10)« re
a porti it the ooxa m cut off to the i tcox-Li
•id,^e In •« This part of the mesopleuron la o.:0*vi iy
ii 3 . l ,
,
1 butterfliea, though not ao
aaan, it axtende from the lower part of the epimeron
and proceedf ban the coxa in liKe manner*
teooxale ( Lnant t lan thnt of
the | sding farail • ie sternal regions again
become Murk c suture into two platan
ir.ipri the baoi 9t' rnite and i:
>ther« Thi I edification ; Mia a marked r-
enoe from the Le I te which comprises the sternal and
api eternal re^ione of the tfigs.

The interr;leurite (in ) is rn.rr.vw and somewhat irregular.
The sternal projection ( rbs j , a portion of which is ser.i-
chitinous is elongate. The basalare and subalare vary but
little from those of the Pleridae. The coxa shov/s no new
features.
fig. 26 is a later*- sternal vi^w of the meso thorax
of Argynnis . It is seen in co ring this .71 1 j. .;• 10 that
the two species ire ouch alik » The anepinternun ( .26)
is large occupying n^^rly the whole region directly anterior
to the pleural suture (jg\- , consequently the b d
fcatapieternal region is comparatively small. This region also
presents a slightly different shape fro : that of An o si The
inter leu rite (lp) resembles that of the ieridae ( . ?Z)
in posses si narrow strip along the upper part of tl 16 i-
sternu; . sal are anrl aub^lare show no distinctive nodi-
fic-!tion3. ^he wing processesin both species, ^nooia and r/rynnis
are large. It is plainly evident two species of a family
though of different -en era show a similarity in fun' Mtal
ch' r iters as woulf! be supposed.
Of the Lepidotji us Tfcojcax.
The Kepialin thorax C'igs. 1, , 3) with its e mem-
branous areas in the coxae of all three s^ fits, the large ante-
coxal region ( u; x ) . the detached or tap e trr.c'pntins (Tn )
in both too and neta-thorace3, the occurence of the inter ? r i.-ri te
( Ip) as a distinct 1 the membranous teen the
kateni sternum ( Kes ) and the basieternite ( T
_?) are primitive
features and v/ith slirjit modifications are found in 8one of the
•33-

lower orders
•
the next family in the scale of classification is the
Sesiidao (Figs* 11, 12) which show an advance by the complete
fusion of the inter- Oeurite (ip) with the basisternite (B3)
and kate??i sternum (Kss ) and with a cor-plete line of demarcation
between the interpleurite and the basisternite but only p rtial
between the interpleurite and the kateplsternu . e antecoxala
ax ) has become greatly reduced M c ;terizes all sue .ceding
families. Ifeers are only slight indications of a sternal pro-
jection ( Pb-.j ; possibly homologous with the prebasi terni te of
lower insect reviously mention d , represented by the few
chitinous pieces between the interpleurite ind basisternite (^ig«
12).
The Oeometridae (?lg« 14) are closely allied to the
SsSiIdas, in fact so clo ;e are the fundamentals of each that
little need be said. The sternal projection has no / b cons
quite prominent and apparently is up fror .'ortlons of the basis-
ternite and interpleurite. In the three families already en-
tioned, the Hep1*114a* a ssllsas aiid Geo: etridae, a n rrow mem-
branous strip and a suture occur as the mark of sepr on be-
twsen the anepi sternum nnd the katepi sternum.
The next two families, the Arctiid-.e id | ymantriidas
(Fi^s. 10, 16) can be taicen together to show sev r 1 marked
differences indicating advancement in structures from the pre-
ceding families. The suture rtially dividing the k t - internum
f Kes i and the interoleuri te (ip. Pigs. 15, 16; is now sxtended
to the suture between the anepi sternum and the : internum and
completely divides the katepisternum fron the in terpleur ite.
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)the suture dividing the anepi sternum and the I ternum
does not reach the pleural suture (,";) in the Lymantriidae as
in the previous families but in the Arcti (Fi(-. 16) the
line of demarcation bet een the anepi sternu and kata i sternum
is again complete, resembling in this feature the three lov/er
families. The suture separating the basisternite from the
interpleurite is now eliminated in both families and the line
of demarcation between them is merely a slight depression of
the chitin»
The sternal projection (Pbs) in the Lyman tri id :.e
is small but becomes enlarged to a groat extent in the rctii
A 1 irge membranous area at the articulation of the coxa and
trochanter in the lymantriidae still persists, showing rather
a primitive feature. The epimera of both Lymantri id -ie and
itiidae are very similar i cially in the vzay of 3utures t
but differ in the occurrence of a detached triangul-.r 1 te
in the latter. The m I res and the basalares also row an
extreme likeness.
The mesothorax (?i . 17) of the Sphin [ e is not
materially different from those of the Arctiidae and Ly: m~
triidae. e most mariced difference fro that of the Axctiiriaa
is in the suture which divides the anepistemum fro. the kat-
i. sternum* It now only p rtially divides the two divisions
of the epi sternum and is isll r in thiu respect o the lyman-
triidae. e line of demarcation as indi '< by a slight de-
pression of the chit in between the baaiatemite (Ba) and luicr-
pleurlte (lp) has nearly disappeared.
The Satumiidae (Fig. 18), the B st fa- ily in the
scale of classification of the 'leterocera differs from the

Sphingidae in a few instances. In the love* portion of the
epimeral region is a small detached triangular plate similar
to that found in the Aretiidae (F > 16) « The sub al are ( ^a)
is partially semi-chininous a3 in the Aretiidae and Lyman-
triid-ie. The anepisternum is much smaller than that of the
Sphingidae and its separation from the kat internum is also
only partial. The line of demarcation between the basister-
nite and interpleurite is now practically obliterated, the
two plates being united into one regio .
It is evident ho ologies among the . eteroc ra
can be deduced with some difficulty and that to a certain ex-
tent phylo ;enetic relationship can be roughly traced. The
families of moths may be roughly divided into four groups as
determined by thoracic relationship. The Hepiallriae may be
put into a class by itself as the most primitive. The .'esi
and Geometridae may be put into the next group as being some-
what more specialised. The third group may quite easily com-
prioe the Lynantriii ie and ".rctiidao. stly, the fourth
group may comprise the Sphingidae and Saturniidae w' ich illus-
trate the hif-hest type of heterocmous tho» nd of these,
tumiidae perhaps the highest, aa indicated by the fusion
of plates and elimination of sutures which api tly tend
toward hi, '.her specialization.
The Hesperiid thorax (fj . ) is without doubt
t ie most primitive of tlie butterfly group. Its general shape
and that of its component part 3 closely resembles the typical
moth thorax. The particular butterfly feature may be cited
as the trim r sternal projection (Pbs ) . It is also evident
-3t-

that there is a further tendency for the elimination of
sutures clearly manifest in the next two fanili<^ .
Gradual modifications of form and structure
as roughly perceived in all previous families of the
Lepidoptera do not continue with like precision in goii
from the Hesperiifiae to the Papilioniriae and Pieridae
(Figs. I9#20t23»24}« A sudden c e of form and struc-
ture occurs whereby the last two mentioned families re-
present the hii^hest type of butterfly thorax as well as
the highest of the Lepidopterous &roup. The ba3is for
this opinion re3ts on the absence of sutures and divisions
especially in the sternal and epi sternal regions. ie
Papilionidae and Pieridae MM easily be grouped together
having much in common • There is undoubtedly 8 clone re-
tionship between the two.
The Uymphalidae s. 1,25,26,) the nicest
family listed in the Lepidoptora, doei not represent such
according to thoracic characters. s presence of the
transverse suture across the lower episternal region ces
it beneath the I icridae and Papilionid e. The great
Upant;led ^ritillary ( i . shows a cli.htly h> r modi-
fic tion t :rm the I'onrc in thftt the jntorpl eurite (Lp)
is of the Pierid type (-Hlig. ,.
Cone lu a ions
.
Taking the Lepidopterous as a whole the
butterflies are more highly specialised than the moths
as can be observed by thoracic characters. To take each
family and indicate where it shows distinct features
ai.

pointing to irjner specialization from the preceding
one ia exceedingly difficult, yet by rrrouping the vari-
ous families showing si citioc, one group is seen
to be higher than the other.
In the lover fornfl the differences are most
pronounced ,but as the hi,^h«r forris are studied, the
differences as a whole become less marked and according*
ly interpretation no re difficult. riations of course
have to be taken into consideration and a3 is admitted
by all morp iolo^ists and systematists, no one part of
e anatomy can solely determine the pi ce of an in^oct
in the phylo^enetic scale of classification.
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in3nct3. Vol. !!•
Anepistern
Abd on en
Eg. Purcaotor:. i te

Axe . Axillary cord.
Acx . Antecoxale.
An; . Anterior Dotal v^ing pro<
cess.
Aphg. Anterior phra&raa.
Apt . Adanal pterale.
.l;s . asisternite.
Cg. Tvical sclerite.
epjgtermim and «
Ip. Interpleurite.
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1* Ker ;ture (between
ir.eron and anterior portion
of coxa).
Cx. ^oxa
.
g>.. JS ron.
_£• KpisternuHK
Pat. Patar;ia.
3. Posterior basal are.
Pbs . Prebaaistemite (eternal
projection }
•
Pcx . recoxale (precoxal
bridge).
_>• sterior Dotal 7?ing
process.
.> atalar bridge.
Poc. ostcoxale (post-
coxal bridge j.
j. re ocut lira
El. di pterale.
Z^e_. ron.
_ot. Dctopterale.
_sl. 1 ostscutellum.
it* sterol to.
_3« uba.lare.
ian. Lsanal pteVftlSn
ifi« .urn.
5c si. juto-3cutell;
SI. :itellu •
I
«
miracle
.
Tg. Tc
In- 1.
VG . racoxa
_-
~8.
!
-:
• it ion of Platea
,
Fig. 1.
Fig. .
• 3.
Fi«« 4.
Fig. 5.
1.
Lateral view of prothorax of Phaaaua .
Lateral view of me so thorax of iTiasaua .
teral view of net rax of Phasaua .
Dorsal View of meaothorax of Sphinx .
Dorsal view of prothorax of 'ml r\
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Fig. 6. Frontal view of me sothoracic prescutum of 3phinx .
Pig. 7. Frontal view of meeothoracic prescutum of Ano_sia.
Fig. 8. Frontal view of meso thoracic prescutum of Phassus.
Fig. 9. Frontal view of mesothoracic prescutum of i'ontia *
Fig. 10. Latero-sternal view of mesothorax of Aj- o s ia .
11
Fig. 11. Lateral view of meeothorax of Bembeci a.
Fig. 12. Latero-sternal view of mesothorax of Bcmhecia .
Fig. 13. Latero- sternal view of mesothorax of Arctia.
Fig. 14. Latero-sternal viev/ of meosthorax of Metroc a .
Fig. 15. Lateral view of meso thorax of Porthetria*
Fig. 16. Lateral view of meso thorax of Arct.i .
Fig. 17. Lateral view of mesothorax of Sphinx .
Fig. 18. Lateral view of mesothorax of s.:amia «
111
Fig. 19. Lateral view of thorax of Papilio : 1, prothorax;
2, mesothorax; 3, metatr orax.
Fig. 20. Latero-sternal view of mesothorax of Pap_ilio
.
Fig. 21. Dorsal view of mesothorax of Anosia .
Fig. 22. Latero-sternal view of mesothorax of Bparttvreus .
Fig. 23. Latero-sternal view of mesothorax of Pontia .
Fig. 24. Lateral view of mesothorax of Pontia .
Fig. 25. Lateral view of mesothorax of Anosi .
Fi{,-. 26 . Latero-sternal view of mesothorax of ^rgynnis.
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